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elds condense, and no global
stable strings are possible. From these two limiting cases, it is clear that there should be some intermediate region




) between these two cases. Indeed, as we discuss below in detail,




nothing unusual happens: the
K
0
string has a typical behavior with K
0
condensation outside the core, and with restoration of the symmetry inside




, an instability arises through the condensation of K
+
-eld inside of




decreases, the size of the core becomes larger and larger with













) lls the entire space, in which case the meaning of the string is completely lost,
and we are left with the situation when SU (2)
I
symmetry is exact: no stable strings are possible.
Given this argument, we would expect that there must be some transition region where the SU (2)
I
symmetry
is broken to some degree below which K
+
-condensation will occur inside the core. The point at which this occurs
will be estimated in this letter. We will show that K
+








is given by sin(
crit










, with   100 MeV being the
superconducting gap and m
s
is the strange quark mass.
This paper is organized as follows. In section II we will give a brief overview of the properties of the mixed CFL-K
0
phase of high density QCD. Section III will discuss the issue of the stability of global K
0









condensation occurs inside of the global
strings. We end with concluding remarks.
II. THE CFL+K
0
PHASE OF HIGH DENSITY QCD




= 3 QCD exhibits the Cooper pairing phenomenon as in






































where L and R represent left and right handed quarks, , , and  are the avor indices, i and j are spinor indices,






are complex color-avor matrices describing the Goldstone bosons. In


























































































). Finally, we neglect the




), which is an appropriate



























Recently, it was realized in [10, 11, 12, 13] that the ground state of the theory may be dierent from the pure











lower the free energy of the system by reducing the strange quark content. Specically, it has been argued that
kaon condensation would occur in the CFL phase if m
s
 60 MeV. This means that  = 1 is no longer the global
minimum of the free energy; instead, some rotated value of  describes the ground state in this case. In what follows




, such that K
0
condensation occurs.
The appropriate expression for  describing the K
0
























where  describes the corresponding Goldstone mode and 
K
0















































. If kaon condensation occurs and 
K
0 6= 0, an additional
U (1) symmetry is broken. This brings us to the next section where will discuss the consequences of this symmetry
breaking.
III. GLOBAL K  STRINGS
We follow our logic outlined in the Introduction and rst consider global K
0
strings when they are topologically
stable. This corresponds to the approximation when the splitting between K
0
and all other degrees of freedom is
relatively large such that we can neglect in our eective description all elds except K
0
. After that we analyze




masses are degenerate such that the K strings become unstable. Finally we introduce




) in order to analyze the stability/instability issue
for this physically relevant case. The important global characteristic of the K
0
string, the string tension , with
logarithmic accuracy is determined by the pion decay constant   f
2

as discussed in [3], and it is not sensitive to
the internal structure of the core. The subject of this paper is the analysis of the core structure of the K
0
strings.
A. Topologically stable U(1) strings in CFL+K
0
phase
We start by considering the following eective eld theory which describes a single complex K
0
eld. This corre-


































We x all parameters of this eective theory by comparing the amplitude of the K
0
eld to the result obtained from
the theory described in the previous section. We neglect all other degrees of freedom at this point (see the discussion


































































This is a text-book Lagrangian with spontaneously broken global U (1) symmetry which admits topologically stable
global string solutions. As is well-known, global strings are solutions of the time independent equation of motion.





































4where n is the winding number of the string (we will take n = 1 in what follows),  is the azimuthal angle in cylindrical
coordinates, and f(r) is a yet to be determined solution of Eq. (10) which obeys the boundary conditions f(0) = 0

































(1   cos 
K
0
) according to Eq. (8). Although a numerical solution of this equation is
possible, the most important part of this section is an analytical analysis and, therefore, we prefer to take a variational
approach. We follow [15, 22] and assume a solution of the form:
f(r) = 1  e
 r
; (13)

















This result was compared with the exact numerical solution of (12) and is a reasonable approximation. From this












becomes smaller when 
e
gets larger. The rst important lesson of this simple exercise is the observation that the
global string is stable and the U (1) symmetry is restored inside of the core, f(r = 0) = 0, as expected. The second








! U(1) strings in CFL=K
0
phase




), such that the




! U (1). In this case, based on topological arguments, we know that
the K string is unstable. We want to analyze the stability issue in detail to understand this phenomenon on the
quantitative level.





). As discussed in [11], this is an appropriate approach to discuss kaon condensation in the CFL phase if all
other degrees of freedom are much heavier. As before (see Eqs. (7,9)) we can represent the eective Lagrangian in

























All parameters here are dened in the same way as in (6,8,9) and the  eld acquires a non-zero vacuum expectation






































































such that f(r) is the solution of Eq. (12) with the boundary conditions f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1. Without calculations,
from topological arguments we know that although the solution (19) satises the equation of motion (17, 18), it is an
5unstable solution. The source of instability can be seen as follows. We follow the standard procedure and expand the
energy in the K
0

















We know that the K
0
string itself is a stable conguration, therefore, the ÆK
0
modes cannot have negative eigenvalues
which would correspond to the instability. Therefore, we concentrate only on the \dangerous" modes related to K
+




























where f(r) is the solution of Eq. (12) with the boundary conditions f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1. If ÆE is a positive
quantity, then the K
0
string is absolutely stable and K
+
modes do not destroy the string conguration. If ÆE is
negative, this means that this is a direction in congurational space where the K
0
string decays. Following [23], the
K
+














Now we have the K
+
eld in terms of the dimensionless Fourier components g
m
(r). Setting m = 0 in the above
expansion in order to analyze the lowest energy ÆE
0









































. This change of variables sets the string width in f(~r) to be ~r
core





































The problem is reduced to the analysis of the two-dimensional Schrodinger equation for a particle in an attractive





(~r)) with f(~r) being the solution of Eq. (12) with the boundary conditions
f(0) = 0 and f(1) = 1. Such a potential is negative everywhere and approaches zero at innity. As is known from
standard quantum mechanics [24], for an arbitrarily weak potential well there is always a negative energy bound state
in one and two spatial dimensions; in three dimensions a negative energy bound state may not exist. For the two
dimensional case (the relevant problem in our case) the lowest energy level of the bound state is always negative and
exponentially small for small 
0





enters (24) is not literally the potential well, however one can always construct the potential well V
0
such that its
absolute value is smaller than jV (r)j everywhere, i.e. jV
0
j < jV (r)j for all r. For the potential well V
0
we know that
the negative energy bound state always exists; when V
0
is replaced by V it makes the energy eigenvalue even lower.
Therefore, the operator (24) has always a negative mode irrespective of the local properties of function f(r). As a
consequence, the string (11) is an unstable solution of the classical equation of motion, the result we expected from
the beginning from topological arguments. The instability manifests itself in the form of a negative energy bound









The issue of the stability or instability of K
0
strings reviewed in the previous section is highly sensitive to the









strings will be absolutely (topologically) stable as discussed in subsection A. If the SU (2)
I
symmetry
remains unbroken, the K
0
strings will always be unstable as discussed in subsection B. Now we introduce an explicit
symmetry breaking parameter Æm
2
into (15) xed by the original Lagrangian (3) such that our simplied version of















































We anticipate that, as the symmetry breaking parameter Æm
2
in Eq. (25) becomes suÆciently large, a stable K
0
string
with restored U (1) symmetry in the core, f(r = 0) = 0, must be reproduced, as discussed in subsection A. When
the symmetry breaking parameter Æm
2
in becomes suÆciently small, one should eventually reach a point where K
+
instability occurs, and it is energetically favorable for a K
+
condensate to be formed inside the core of the string.





instability occurs, and a K
+
condensate does
form in the string core. In addition to this, we will obtain an estimate of the absolute value of the K
+
-condensate
at the center of the core of the string (r = 0). In order to determine if K
+
-condensation occurs within the core of
K
0





















































with the appropriate boundary conditions. This is not a trivial task, and we will follow a dierent approach. The
main point is: we are mainly interested in the critical values of the parameters when K
+
-condensation starts to occur
inside the core. In this case we can treat K
+
eld as a small perturbation in the K
0
background eld. Such an
approach is not appropriate when K
+




must be treated on the same footing. However, this approach is quite appropriate when one studies the transition
from the phase where K
+
background eld is zero to the region where it becomes nonzero.
To begin, we will expand the energy in the constant K
0















































If ÆE is a positive quantity, then the K
0
string is stable and K
+
condensation does not occur inside the core of the
string. If ÆE is negative, this means that it is energetically favorable for K
+
condensation to occur inside the core of




























































































The only dierence between this expression and Eq. (24) describing the instability of the string in case of exact
isospin symmetry, is the presence of the term   in Eq. (31). The problem of determining when K
+
-condensation








. From the previous discussions we know
that
^
E for the ground state is always negative. However, to insure the instability with respect to K
+
-condensation
one should require a relatively large negative value i.e.
^
E +  < 0. It can not happen for arbitrary weak coupling






is small. However, it does happen for relatively large 
K
0
. To calculate the
1












=(8). As mentioned in section 2, the electromagnetic contribution becomes important at very large chemical
potential [13]. However, this correction can be neglected for the present work since we are not considering large chemical potentials and
it only amounts to a 10% correction, Æm
EM
=Æm  0:1. In order to remain self-consistent, we neglect all electromagnetic contributions
throughout this paper.




-condensation develops, one should calculate the eigenvalue
^








) +  = 0. As we mentioned earlier, for very small coupling constant

0
= (1  cos 
K
0







. However, for realistic






the parameter  is not very small and we expect that in the region relevant for
us the bound state energy
^
E is the same order of magnitude as the potential energy  
0
. In this case we estimate

crit






 (1   cos 
crit


































where we have neglected all numerical factors in order to explicitly demonstrate the dependence of 
crit
on the external




when the string becomes unstable,
can be easily understood from the expression (32). Indeed, in the case that the critical parameter 
crit
! 0 becomes
an arbitrarily small number the K
+
instability would develop for arbitrarily small 
K
0
> 0. The region occupied
by the K
+





(~r !1)  exp( 
^













) +  = 0,
we discretize the operator
^
O and solve the problem numerically, with the boundary conditions g
0
(1) = 0 and
g
0
(0) = constant. Varying the condensation angle 
K
0
, we see that a negative eigenvalue
^








. For our parameters we use m
u
= 5 MeV, m
d
= 8 MeV, m
s
= 150 MeV,  = 500 MeV, and









) ' 0:1. In Fig. 1 we show a plot of g
0




. One can see that the transition from no K
+




. In Fig. 2 we plot the
functions f(~r) (related to the K
0
string by (11)) and g
0
(~r) (related to the K
+
condensate by (22)) as a function of the
rescaled coordinate ~r. One can see that the K
+
condensate falls o over the same distance as the K
0
string reaches
its vacuum expectation value. We should note that the solution to the above Schrodinger equation does not give us
the overall normalization of the function g
0
(~r). We have estimated the overall normalization of g
0
(~r) by minimizing
the total energy of the system using a variational approach.
To conclude the section, we want to make the following comment. We have demonstrated above that K
+
conden-
sation might occur in the core of K
0
strings if some conditions are met. We also explained how this phenomenon




) +  = 0, the solution of which allows us
to calculate the critical parameters when K
+
condensation starts to occur. All these discussions were quite general
because they were based on the symmetry and topological properties of the system rather than on a specic form
of the interaction. However, the numerical estimates presented above was derived by using a concrete form of the




degrees of freedom. The question arises how sensitive our
numerical results are when the form of the potential changes. To formulate the question in a more specic way, let
us remind the reader that, in general, the eective Lagrangian describing the Goldstone modes can be represented
in many dierent forms as long as symmetry properties are satised. The results for the amplitudes describing the
interaction of the Goldstone particles do not depend on a specic representation used. A well-known example of this
fact is the possibility of describing the  meson properties by using a linear  model as well as a non-linear  model
(and many other models which satisfy the relevant symmetry breaking pattern ). The results remain the same if
one discusses the local properties of the theory (such as  scattering length) when the  meson is considered as a
small quantum uctuation rather than a large background eld . It may not be the case when  represents a large
background eld in which case some numerical dierence between dierent representations of the eective Lagrangian
may occur. Roughly speaking, the source of the dierence is an inequality (x) 6= sin(x) for large global background
elds such as a string solution which is the subject of this letter.
Having this in mind, we repeated similar numerical estimates discussed above for the original eective Lagrangian (3)
where Goldstone elds represented in the exponential form rather than in form determined by the eective Lagrangian
(25). As before, in these estimates we considered exclusively K
+
modes which are the energetically lowest modes and
which can potentially destabilize the system presented by the background eld of the K
0
string. This approximation
is justied as long as the K
+
eld is the lowest massive excitation in the system when a K
0
condensate develops.











maintain color superconductivity inside the core. We assume this is the case. Our numerical results suggest, that
the critical parameters are not very sensitive to the specics of the Lagrangian such that 
crit
is close to our previous











and thus, a K
+




We have demonstrated that, within the CFL+K
0
phase of QCD, K
+
condensation does occur within the core
of global K
0





. We presented two estimates for 
crit
: an analytical
one which gives a qualitative explanation of the phenomenon, as well as numerical one for the physically relevant
parameters realized in nature. Our results suggest that if a CFL+K
0
phase is realized in nature, it is likely that K
0
strings form together with K
+
condensation inside the core, in which case the strings become superconducting strings
(see [14] for a more complete description of superconducting strings and their properties).
It is known that the CFL+K
0
phase may be realized in nature in neutron stars interiors and in the violent events
associated with collapse of massive stars or collisions of neutron stars, so K
0
superconducting strings with K
+
condensation inside the core could be very important for such astrophysical phenomena. It has been recently argued
[25] that such conditions may also occur in early universe during the QCD phase transition. In this case it might be
important for cosmological problems, such as the dark matter problem, as well.
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FIG. 1: In this gure we plot the the value of the K
+









related my Eq. (22)) as a function of the kaon condensation angle 
K
0








. Note that there is an abrupt point at which K
+
-condensation occurs inside the core. As described in the
text, the transition to the K
+
-condensed core corresponds to a jump at 
crit
. The nite slope on the plot at this point is due
















FIG. 2: In this gure we plot the functions f(r) (related to the K
0
-string by Eq. (11)) and g
0
(r) (related to the K
+
-condensate
by Eq. (22)) as a function of the dimensionless rescaled coordinate ~r  v

r=
e
.
